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n-by-n mat&es Al,. . ., Ak with positive Penm eigen- 
vwtom r 1, *. . B XI, reqectively, we give simple upper and lower bounds for the ratis 
P(A, l * l Ak)/dA,) = * * p(Ak), which imp?y that p(A1 l * - Ak) is approximately 
“slowly.” In ddition, several aspects of the 
and what to do if eigenvectsrs have 
It is weI1 wn that the spwtxal radius d 8 ~r~ldu~t of ~~~~~~ativ~ 
Tnpr s may smaller thm, equd to, or larger than the product of the 
tive spectra1 radii. In f&t the ratio of the fomer to the latter may be 
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arbitrarily large or small. If the matrices have positive spectrai radii and are 
suffickmdy nearly equal, then the ratio will be near 1, but the ratio can be 
near 1 for matrices ifferent from each other. Our purpose here 
to note simpie bounds for this ratio in terms of 
e components 0 n vectors of the matrices. The question of such 
bounds arose from a query of Artzrouni based upon an interest in 
mathematical demography. 
For x, y E R”, with all components of y nonzero, we denote the vector in 
152” that is the ~omponentwise ratio of x to y by x/y. We denote the 
minimum of the entries of x E R” by x,in and the maximum of the entries 
bY x,,* Thus, if x is ~om~nen~is sitive, x,, = IlxL in which II= IL is 
re, 8s usual, e is the vector sf l’s of 
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Proof,. Recall that the maximum and minimum row sums are, respec- 
tive!y, upper and lower bounds for the spectral radius of a nonnegative 
matrix. Our strategy is to estimate these for a (positive) diagonal similarity of 
the product. For a positive vector x E IL!“, let D, denote the diagonal matrix 
in M, whose diagonal entries are the components of x in the same order. 
For the right-hand inequality, first note that p(A,A, l * * Ak) = 
P(DX;‘A,A, l l l Ak Dxk). Then calculate 
f for a positive vector 
COROLLARY 2. Under the same hypotheses as Theorem 1, we hczw 
For k > 2, the estimates (1) and (2) are dependent upon the order of the 
factors At,..., A,. However, since Ilxll, < IlxIlz if y >/ z > 0 (componentwise), 
we may deduce an analog of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 that is independent 
of the order of the factors. For positive vectors x ,, . . . , xk E define x to be 
the vector whose ith component is the nimum of those x,~...,x~. Thus 
Xj>X, j-l,..., k. It then follows from rollary 2 that 
CQROLLARY 3. Vn&r the same hypotheses as in Theorem 1 and jar ant/ 
permutation T of (I, 2, a .- i n), we haoe 
the estimates of Theoreno 1 are invariant under a v~r~~~ of
of the data. The upgxr and lower bounds are bath homoge- 
nexus of degree zero in each ~eetar. so that they urc inde 
scaling of any vector. (Tlxs, no csnsi 
This h~rno~~n~i~, however, does not 
that there ifrc ~~ti~~~~ (joint) scalings for each of th 
~~~~~as. 
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Similarly, the ratio to be estimated is homogeneous of degree zero in 
each of the matrices, so that both the ratio and the estimates are unchanged 
if one of the matrices is replaced by a positive multiple of itself. 
The order of the factors A ,, A a,. . ., A, is important in Theorem 1, but 
both the ratio and the right- and left-hand sides are unchanged under cyclic 
permutation (of the matrices or the vectors). Cyclic permutation of the 
vectors clearly leaves the bounds unchanged, because all the same ratios 
appear, and this reflects the fact that cyclic permutation of the factors leaves 
the entire spectrum of a product unchanged. 
Also, both the ratio and the bounds are unchanged by a simultaneous 
positive diagonal and/or permutation similarity of the matrices. The spec- 
trum of each factor and the product is clearly unchanged, but each of the 
ratios xi /5 is unchanged by the corresponding transformations of x and ?J 
(x-+I)x and y+Dttor x-,Px and y*pYItoo. 
B. Eigmveetors toi& !$cmze fLhqrxmen& 0 
In case the matrices A r2.. . ) AR are irreducible, no assumption need be 
made about the vectors x Ir.L. s rks as they are essentially unique and automat- 
ically positiva. However, the v~tors may, of cQIurse, be positive without the 
ucibk> and Th m 1 still applies. The positivity 
tars -nay be relaxed in the obvious way (e.g. 
ideutifi a ratio with sitive numerator and 0 denominator with + ~1. In the 
event that the ratio + /O or O/ + d ar, this latitude is uns?vaidable in 
general. For example, if 
white ~~A*A~~= 1, and if 
and A,== 
If a component of a nonnegative eigenveetor of a nonnegative matrix is 0, 
then the matrix must be reducible. Under special circumstances, it is 
possible to recover useful estimates in the spirit of Theorem 1, even when 
eigenvectors have 0 components. Interestingly, the most natural way to 
describe these ge~era~~~tions seems to differ noticeably depending upon 
whether the right- or the left-hand side of (1) is generalized. 
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We first describe a simple generalization of the left-hand inequality in 
(1). Essentiahy it describes the situation in which the 0 components may be 
ignored. Call a set of nonnegative, nonzero vectors {z r, . . . , z,} c R” zero 
equioalent if the set of positions in which its zero entries occur is the same 
for each vector. If {z r, *. .,z,J is a zero equivalent set, let Zi denote the 
(possibly) lower-dimensional vector from which all the components equal to 
zero have been deleted. 
THEOREM 4. Let A I,. . *, Ak be n-by-n nom.egatit;z matrices none of 
which is nilpotent, and let xl,. . . , xk be nonnegative nonzero uectors in 
satisfying A,Xi = P(Ai)xi* Suppose further that {XI,. . .,x& is a zero equivalent 
set. We then haoe 
Proof. Choose a pe~utation matrix P so that 
hen 
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We note that the analog of the right-hand side of (1) that is similar to (4) 
is not valid, even under the hypothesis of Theorem 4. Let 
and 
~alttity of (1) may be found assuming 
fkte~r~ Simikwlv, this genera&x&m has no 
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PI-oaf. We have 
the last inequality following from Theorem 1. 
The example 
I 
and A,= g 
1 
[ 1 0 1 
-hand-side stimate is at least 1 and 
ity oceurririg in ei er if and only if 
neral, the two sides 
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are not reciprocals, 
x, Y E UP we have 
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but they are in case k = 2. Since for positive vectors 
Theorem 1 may be restated for the case of two matrices in the following nice 
form that makes the reciprocality obvious. 
THEOREM 7. tit A and B be n-by-n nonnegative nratr-ices with positice 
right Perron eigenvectors x and y, respectively. W’e &~a1 lznve 
It is also clear in this case that order does not matter. If the roles of A 
and B or of x and y are interchanged, then none of the three ratios is 
changed. 
se of the ease of a pair of matrices A and B is the 
Y is a &$I Perron eigetavkctor of A, while x is a 
f A, and a(AB) is the square of the largest 
tra! norm, of A. If we let a,( 9 1 denote the largest 
ment, we then have from Theorem 7 
that the largest singular vahxe is equal to the spectral radius. 
D. Lefi Eigenvectors 
We have chosen to present all the primary estimates of this note in 
rron eigenvector for eat factor. Either by tra~s~os~t~o~ 
terms 
or by 
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direct adaptations of the proofs, it is easily seen that there are entirely 
analogous (but different) estimates involving left eigenvectors for each factor. 
kZ. We note that Theorem 1 implies that for p( A 1 - * A,) to be approxi- 
mately p(A,) l l l p&l we need only know that the Perron vectors change at 
most slowly. No “slowly varying” assumption on the matrices is necessary as 
in [l]; the matrices may change rapidly. 
4. CASE OF EQUALITY 
Equality occurs in the inequalities of Theorem 1 when x2,. . ., xk are 
multiples of x1, i.e. when all the matrices have a common Perron right 
eigenvector. In this case, p(A, l l 9 Ak) = p(A,) l l l p(Ak), but equality may 
occur in the right- or left-hand inequality when the bounds are different from 
1. It seems to be rather complicated to give a complete description of the 
cases in which equality occurs for either inequality. We concentrate here 
upon the right-hand inequality and upon the case of k = 2 matrices. We may 
view Theorem I in the following way. If x r, -. . , a[& are given positive vectors 
in *, we may associate with each x1 the cone I) of all n-by-r8 nonnega- 
tive matrices for which x1 is a right Perron tor. Theorem I then 
r and lower bounds for 
er, the ~onzero entries of 
0 a, 0 0 0 0 0 b,# 
0 A= %2 h 
0 0 0 u3 0 b, 0 0 
a, 0 0 0 0 0 h-s 0 
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with a,,...,a,,b l,. . . , b, > 0 is a bask coc~clic pair. If A, B is a cocyclic pair, 
and if A has positive entries a,, . . . , 
entrics b 
a, (indexed by rows) and B has positive 
1, . . . , b, (indexed by cohmms~, the&l 
l/n 
and p(B)= 
of, fkther, A, B is a basic cocyclic pair, then x = x(A) E R” defined by 
p(A)‘-’ 
x,=1 and xi=---- , i = 2,...,n, 
ala2 l l l ai_, 
is a right Perron eigenvector of A, and y = y(B) E 84” defined by y1 = 1 and 
Yizbl l **bi_l/p(B)‘-‘, i=2 , . . . , n, is a right Perron eigenvector of B. 
THEOREM 9. Lat A and B be am n-hpn bm’c txcydic pair of matrices 
with Perron right eigen~ctors x and y, respet%itdy. We then haoe 
(Le., qdty is attaintd in the d&t-hand imqw&y of (1) or (6)) if and only 
if WYI, Qnfi EVYlmin are atMined at consecutive components of the 
taectm [x/y] with the f- preceding the latter. (We take cumponents n 
a 1 to be txm.wmtiue, with n ~em&q 1.1 
In the notation utlined above~ we have 
and 
= i-l , i = l,...,n, 
j=1 
ajbj 
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with the obvious interpretation (i.e. 1) for i = 1. Let i, be an index for which 
[X/Ylmax =wy1,,9 i, be an index for which [x,‘~]~~,~ =[x/zJ]~,, and i, be 
an index for which max a,b, is attained. Also, for simplicity, let aibi = ci. If 
Pw9 b/Ylnlax 
PtA)PtB) = [x/Ylmin ’ 
then 
p.2JlC. 
(nyzc;;j)v” = [cn,;l;“;2-4 * 
in which indices are interpreted rnti n. Because the right-hand side is a 
maximum over such ratios and the left-hand side is one of the ratios over 
which the maximum is taken, we conclude that i, = i, 8 1 ( 
. 
23 = 2 ‘1 is consistent with the definition of these indices, an 
condition of the theorem is necessary. 
On the other hand, if i, = i , + 1 (mod t&j, then 
--,,,c____, 
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hen p(A) = 2, p(B) = 3, and p(AB) = 36, whiie 
are right Perron vectors for A and 23. 
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THEOREM 11. For any tzoo positive uectors x, y E R”, there exist n&y-~ 
nonnegative matrices A and B satis&ing 
AX = P(A)G BY=PtBlY 
and 
P(AB) WY1N.X -.-= 
pfA)pfB; b/y-knio 
all that Q[x / fj] = @ 6/@1 for any permubtion matrix Q, 
prtaticm matrix F so thal u = Px and v = Pg, for which 
urn entry in the first sition and its minimum entry in 
I,e..r~, via PE~=u~,/u~+~, i=l,...,n-1, and a,= 
0 
0 
fJ * 
. 
. . * . 
0 * . . 
. 
. . 
. l 
. . 
. 
. . . . 
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Similarly,defineb, ,..., b, via bi=“i+l/ui,i=l,..., n-l,and b,=ul/U,, 
so that 
OO---ob; 
b, 0 l l l l 0 
o b, . . l l 0 
. 0 l . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
. . S * 0 
0 0 l l l 0 b,_, 
Eiqv). 
Thus A, lj is a basic cocyclic pair. (It is worth noting that for cyclic matrices, 
such as A*, there is a one-to-one correspondence between Perron right 
eigenvectors and the vector of nonzero entries up to a fktor of scale.) By 
Theorem 9, we have that equality is attained in (6) for AI, 8, u, and v. But, 
for A = P’AP, 8 = PrZ&, x = (P*u), and y =(PTv), we then also have 
equality, which verifies the desired assertion. m 
